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How the SPORTS got its CHORD
Have you made any progress?

Alice Flannery: 24 Mar 2017
I've got about half way to making the dream plot!

Omg
That's cool!
Is it hard?

It's a codey thing but getting to understand it through testing and tweaking!

Looking fab!
What are you wanting to show?

This is what I wanted the posters to be of!

What do you want for dinner?
Pizza sushi or Thai?
From my aunt

Thai or pizza you choose

Probably Thai

Kk
#install
#install.packages("jsonlite", repos="http://cran.r-project.org")

setwd("~/Dropbox/Sports Chord/Tableau/Tableau Data/Finished Sports Vizzes/F1/")

#load
library(jsonlite)
library(openxlsx)

#circuit data (completed)
tracks <- fromJSON("http://ergast.com/api/f1/circuits.json?limit=1000")
tracks=tracks$MRData[[1]]
tracks=tracks$CircuitTable$Circuits
tracks=data.frame(tracks[1:3],tracks$Location[1:4])
write.csv(tracks, 'circuits.csv',fileEncoding = "UTF-8",row.names = F)

write.xlsx(tracks, "circuits.xlsx", sheetName="circuits")

#### PIT DATA

readxl("Race201621\Dropbox\Sports Chord\Data\F1\PIT")
DATA SETS

Find below links to data sets used in previously Sports Viz Sunday challenges alongside a repository of useful links to where you can find more sports data. Please get in touch with us if you would like to add to the sports data repository. We are constantly updating our repository and expanding to more sports.

GET IN TOUCH TO ADD TO THE REPOSITORY
Who’s the best driver?  
Where are the drivers from?

What Circuits are most raced at?  
Who’s the best constructor?

What engines are most used?  
What circuit types are there?
What does it make you think of when you see it?

A racing track!

Cars lining up to race

It's super cool

Great

I was actually thinking a wheel but that's even better haha

Thanks

Does this make sense?

Kinda

What don't you understand from it atm?

I need to make it obvi

Dates

Okay

I can't work out when things happened

That's good

I can add them quite easily!

THE CONSTRUCTORS

There have been 254 unique constructors to start a race in Formula 1. In today's format, there are 10 constructors each represented by 2 drivers, making up 20 car field. Several constructors have replaced older engine names throughout their history in Formula 1. Recent examples being Honda in 1966 and Stewart in 1970. The below graph looks at the competitors and champions since 1950.
Alice Flannery
last seen today at 12:10

Whatcha doing too 27 Jul 2017

How cool
01:25

You made that?!?? 01:27

It's incredible 01:27

Haha 01:37

Is this for the competition? 02:43

Yah 03:43

Cool! 04:06

I'm struggling 04:11

Tired? 04:12

Very!! 04:16

Coffee?
Michael Schumacher
17 91
308 155

Juan Manuel Fangio
5 24
58 39

Lewis Hamilton
5 75
232 137

Sebastian Vettel
4 52
222 11

Alain Prost
4 51

Below ranks the top 10 drivers of all time by world titles.
★★★★★
Loving my new office look

★★★★★
This is a beautiful print, I had issues with my frame and the size of the print but James was amazing at sorting this out. Thank you!
Please complete the session survey in the mobile app

View ‘My Evaluations’ in the menu or find your session under ‘Schedule’